
 

Broken gene found to protect against heart
disease

June 18 2014

By scouring the DNA of thousands of patients, researchers at the Broad
Institute, Massachusetts General Hospital, and their colleagues have
discovered four rare gene mutations that not only lower the levels of
triglycerides, a type of fat in the blood, but also significantly reduce a
person's risk of coronary heart disease—dropping it by 40 percent. The
mutations all cripple the same gene, called APOC3, suggesting a
powerful strategy in developing new drugs against heart disease. The
work, which appears in the June 18 issue of the New England Journal of
Medicine, sheds light on the biological role of triglycerides and
contributes to a growing body of knowledge that suggests that high
triglyceride levels—rather than low HDL, another type of fat in the
blood—are a major culprit in heart disease.

"The combination of our genetic results, together with recent clinical
trials of drugs that raised HDL levels but failed to prevent heart disease,
are turning decades of conventional wisdom on its head," said senior
author Sekar Kathiresan, a Broad associate member and director of
preventive cardiology at Massachusetts General Hospital. "HDL and 
triglycerides are both correlated with heart attack, and have an inverse
relationship with one another—the lower the HDL, the higher the
triglycerides. It has long been presumed that low HDL is the causal
factor in heart disease, and triglycerides are along for the ride. But our
genetic data indicate that the true causal factor may not be HDL after all,
but triglycerides."

Coronary artery disease, the most common form of heart disease, is the
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leading cause of death in the United States and a major cause of death
worldwide. Fats circulating in the blood have long been associated with
risk of the disease. These fats, or lipids, come in several forms, and
include low-density lipoproteins (LDL cholesterol), high-density
lipoproteins (HDL cholesterol), and triglycerides.

While the causal link between LDL, the so-called "bad cholesterol," and
heart disease is well known—indeed, LDL is the target of the
blockbuster drugs known as statins—the relationship between HDL,
triglycerides, and heart disease has been murky. It is clear both are
predictive of future heart disease in observational studies, but it wasn't
clear if heart attack rates would be altered by changing levels of HDL,
triglycerides, neither or both.

Two years ago, a large-scale genetic study led by Kathiresan and his
colleagues found no causal association between the so-called "good
cholesterol," HDL, and heart disease, challenging the long-held view that
increasing HDL levels will lower the risk of heart disease. These genetic
studies are consistent with the recent negative results from multiple
clinical trials of agents that raised HDL substantially, but failed to lower
risk of heart disease.

In a similar vein, Kathiresan and his colleagues sought to harness
genomic methods to explore the connection between triglycerides and
heart disease. A study published last year in Nature Genetics examined
the role of common genetic variation in influencing triglyceride levels,
and uncovered a pattern of association between triglycerides and 
coronary artery disease that suggested a causal link.

In the current study, the research team, which also includes senior
authors Eric Boerwinkle of the University of Texas Health Science
Center at Houston, and Alex Reiner of Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center and the University of Washington, set out to assess the
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role of rare genetic variants through DNA sequencing. Their goal: to
pinpoint specific genes that affect both triglyceride levels and disease
risk.

The work was conducted as part of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute's Grand Opportunity Exome Sequencing Project (ESP), which
aims to discover novel genes underlying major heart, lung, and blood
disorders through exome sequencing—a process in which the portions of
the genome that correspond to protein-coding genes, known collectively
as the exome, are analyzed through DNA sequencing.

The researchers sequenced the exomes of nearly 4,000 people, searching
for genetic variants associated with blood triglyceride levels. They
discovered four distinct mutations, all within the gene APOC3, that are
tied to lower blood triglycerides. Remarkably, individuals carrying a
single APOC3 mutation had almost 40 percent lower blood triglyceride
levels. Normal levels are generally less than 150 milligrams per deciliter
(mg/dL); with APOC3 mutations, triglyceride levels are around 85
mg/dL.

The APOC3 protein is mainly made in the liver and pours out into the
blood stream. There, it is thought to prevent the removal of triglyceride-
rich lipoproteins from the blood in a few distinct ways, particularly by
delaying their clearance following a meal. The mutations uncovered in
the NEJM study all decrease APOC3 activity—carriers have roughly half
the normal level of APOC3 protein present in their blood. This is
thought to lift the damper on triglyceride-rich lipoproteins, allowing
them to be cleared more quickly so less enters the blood and the walls of
the coronary arteries, where the ultimate damage is done.

One of the APOC3 mutations identified by Kathiresan and his
colleagues had been previously found in a 2008 study of heart disease in
the Lancaster Amish. That work also uncovered an association with
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lower blood triglyceride levels. There were hints that the mutation might
protect against heart disease—carriers had less calcium in their coronary
arteries, a sign of accumulating fat—but more work was needed to
understand the connection to clinical disease events such as heart attack.

To definitively establish the relationship between these mutations and
the risk of coronary heart disease—specifically, the incidence of heart
attack—the researchers analyzed over 110,000 patient samples. They
read out, or "genotyped" the relevant parts of the APOC3 gene, and
compared heart attack rates in those carrying mutations to those without
them.

In the carriers, they found a 40 percent lower risk of coronary heart
disease, suggesting inhibition of APOC3 as a new potential strategy for
therapeutic development.

"Based on our findings, we predict that lowering triglycerides
specifically through inhibition of APOC3 would have a beneficial effect
by lowering disease risk," said senior co-author Alex Reiner, a member
of the Public Health Sciences Division at Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center and a research professor of epidemiology at the
University of Washington's School of Public Health.

Triglyceride-lowering therapies exist, but those that are currently
available have not been proven yet to stave off heart disease. This lack
of effect in the studies conducted so far could be due to the therapies'
relatively modest impact on triglyceride levels compared to the sizeable
effect of APOC3 mutations, which lower triglyceride levels by 80 to 90
mg/dL. The current therapies likely also act through multiple molecular
targets.

Triglyceride-lowering drugs reflect an important clinical need. Doctors
have recognized that even after patients are treated with drugs to lower
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LDL cholesterol, some still succumb to heart attacks. This so-called
"residual risk" suggests there are other biological mechanisms at play
that can raise a person's risk of heart disease.

"Although statins remain a powerful arrow in the quiver, the notion of
residual risk of coronary heart disease continues to be a significant
clinical problem," said Kathiresan. "Our study really reinvigorates the
idea of lowering triglycerides and specifically, by blocking APOC3, as a
viable therapeutic strategy for addressing residual risk."

  More information: Crosby J., Peloso G., and Auer P. et al. Loss-of-
function mutations in APOC3, triglycerides, and coronary disease. New
England Journal of Medicine. Online June 18, 2014. DOI:
10.1056/NEJMoa1307095
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